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hope you will enjoy them! Our new collections
this fall are

O’Tentic and Mille Fiori. We are

also introducing our
items in

most popular Surprise!-

bright raspberry,

new articles

in our current

as well as some

collections

Porcelino and Loft. Please have a look at our
Spring/Summer

2007 catalogue (available to download

from www.colorique.com)

for all our

other products.

For a total collection overview

www.colorique.com

O’Tentic
We have bought a large number of original



old safari tents in India and turned them into
great bags, cushions, hassocks and fun children’s
stuff! The canvas material is rugged, worn and
has a fantastic unique look. Our logo has been
applied as a vague golden stamp on some of the
articles and handmade flower-hangers decorate
the bags. Please appreciate the fact that every
piece is different and comes in various shades of
beige, soft-khaki or light-brown. Just remember,
there is only one piece in the whole world like
the one you have ordered!



Saddled horse

Storage box

Fun stuffed horse with velvet saddle

Cool box to organize any small stuff

(height 43 cm). Availabe as an assorted

(20 x 20 x 20 cm). Available in vintage

set of 3 in vintage canvas mix. 		

canvas mix.

article nr.: 46 PA 01

article nr.: 46 DO 01




Cushion cover

Daily news pouf

Cushion cover with loop (50 x 50 cm).

Square pouf with attached bag for newspapers

Available in vintage canvas mix.

and magazines (height 45 cm, top 40 x 40 cm).

article nr.: 46 KU 02

Available in vintage canvas mix. 		
article nr.: 46 PO 01

XL travel bag (top)
Great big travel bag with deco hanger,
lining in green (50 x 20 x 40 cm).
Available in vintage canvas mix.		
article nr.: 46 TA 01			
		

Carryall with pockets (middle)
Filled floor cushion

City shopper

Big weekend bag with lots of pockets.

Big rugged cushion with stuffing, great

Rugged shopper with deco hanger and leather

Leather accents, deco hanger and lining

both in and out of doors (1 x 1 mtr).

accents, lining in green (42 x 20 x 33 cm).

in green (46 x 20 x 30 cm).

Available in vintage canvas mix.		

Available in vintage canvas mix.

Available in vintage canvas mix.

article nr.: 46 KU 01

article nr.: 46 TA 02

article nr.: 46 TA 03			
				

Mille Fiori
An abundant bunch of flowers in a spectacular



colour-range! Deep purple, powerfull fuchsia,
fresh kiwi-green, paprika-rust and golden-brown.
Just think of a Moroccan palace with a luscious
Italian garden.
Mille Fiori is a broad range of articles, most of
them decorated with flower-embroidery or handmade tulle flowers. It ranges from bags, cushions,
quilts, mosquito nets and several gift-items to
our new best friend; an Extremely Large flowerembroidered Rabbit …



Little Rabbit
Embroidered little velvet rabbit
(length 39 cm). Available as an assorted
set of 3 in purple, fuchsia and kiwi.
article nr.: 45 KO 01
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Make-up pouch flowers

Flower garland

Cotton make-up pouch with puppet hanger,

Fun textile garland for decoration

plastic lining inside (18 x 24 cm). Available as an

(length 180 cm). Available in mixed colours.

assorted set of 3 in purple, kiwi and fuchsia.

article nr.: 45 SL 01

article nr.: 45 TA 01

Extremely Large Rabbit
Great big rabbit friend, fully embroidered
(length 110 cm). Available in purple,
fuchsia and kiwi.
article nr.: 45 KO 02

Curtain with hand-made flowers
Organdy curtain with loops, studded with
hand-made tulle flowers (110x290 cm).
Available in fuchsia and kiwi.
article nr.: 45 GO 01

Mosquito net M with
hand-made flowers

Plaid mix & match

Filled bolster embriodered

Mosquito net with loads of hand-made

Hand-stitched cotton plaid, one side mixed

Fun filled bolster with sweet flower

tulle flowers (dia 65 cm, length 225 cm).

patchwork, one side kiwi (160 x 220 cm).

embroidery (dia 25 cm, length 55 cm).

Available in fuchsia and kiwi.

Available in fuchsia/kiwi-mix.

Available in fuchsia, rust and kiwi.

article nr.: 45 KL 01

article nr.: 45 QU 01

article nr.: 45 KU 03

Globular lamp with flowers

Filled cushion with flowers

Attractive organdy lamp, fully decorated

Sparkling round cushion with hand-made

with hand-made tulle flowers (dia 30 cm).

tulle flowers (dia 35 cm). Available in

Available in fuchsia and kiwi.

fuchsia and kiwi.

article nr.: 45 LA 01

article nr.: 45 KU 01
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Cushion cover flanel velvet

Basket set of 3

Basic velvet cushion cover with piping

Cane basket set with textile cover in

(50 x 50 cm). Available in purple, rust,

various colours and a puppet hanger

kiwi, fuchsia and golden brown.

(S dia 30 cm, M dia 41 cm, L dia 53 cm).

article nr.: 45 KU 02

article nr.: 45 MA 01

Handbag

Fashion shopper

Two-colour quilt hand-stitched

Gorgeous velvet bag with contrasting piping.

Luxurious velvet shopper with contrasting

Soft cotton quilt, hand-stitched with

Long and short straps (38 x 12 x 21 cm).

accents and piping (40 x 10 x 29 cm). Available

multi-coloured yarn (160 x 220 cm).

Available in purple and rust.

in purple/golden-brown and rust/kiwi.

Available in kiwi/fuchsia and purple/fuchsia.

article nr.: 45 TA 02

article nr.: 45 TA 03

article nr.: 45 QU 02

Surprise!
This unique collection is the heart of Colorique!
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Antique sari-fabrics are processed into a broad
range of gorgeous patchwork home-accessories.
In this brochure we will only show you the new
items for this fall: the most popular Surprise!articles now also in bright raspberry! Furthermore
we are introducing a great glass garland with
bells and a keyhanger in the same style. And for
all Surprise!-fans we have some good news: the
little deco-hearts are back, now in four colours!
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Glass flower garland with bells

Lampshade M

Mixed-colour garland, length 160 cm.

Handmade hanging lamp (dia top 13 cm,

article nr.: 28 SL 02

length 28 cm). Available in cream, pink,
sea-blue and (NEW) raspberry.
article nr.: 28 LA 04
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Glass keyhanger with bell
Fun keyhanger in mixed colours, length 17 cm.
article nr.: 28 SL 03

Embroidered block quilt
Filled, warm sari patchwork quilt
(140 x 200 cm). Available in cream,
pink, sea-blue and (NEW) raspberry.
article nr.: 28 QU 01

Mosquito net round
Curtain sari-stripes

Heart hanger

Lampshade S

Decorated with original Indian sari

Organdy curtain with sari patchwork

Our all-time favorite little deco heart

Handmade lampshade with clasp (dia top

banners (dia 65 cm, length 225 cm).

(110x290 cm). Available in cream, pink,

with ribbons (10x10 cm). Now available

8,5 cm, length 15,5 cm). Available in cream,

Available in cream, pink, sea-blue

sea-blue and (NEW) raspberry.

in cream, pink, sea-blue and raspberry.

pink, sea-blue and (NEW) raspberry.

and (NEW) raspberry.

article nr.: 28 GO 03

article nr.: 28 HA 02

article nr.: 28 LA 03

article nr.: 28 KL 02
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Other
collections
20
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Due to the success of our collections Loft and
Porcelino we have decided to expand these lines
with some great new articles.

Our refined Porcelino chandeliers are now also
available as table lamps: very sweet on a small
hall table or for the bedroom. Also new this
season some great semi-precious hangers and a
set of three toiletry bags with sparkling balls.

In Loft we will introduce stunning new cushion
covers and small lampshades, decorated all over
with little metal plates and flower-embroidery.
In chic sand/silver or glowing chocolate/gold!

Porcelino hanger with semi-precious stones

Loft cushion cover metal disc

Gorgeous hangers made of semi-precious stones

Hand-embroidered cushion cover with

(like chalcedony, rose quartz, cornelian). Available as

flowers & metal (40x40 cm). Available in

an assorted set of 4 in Colorique-giftbags.

sand and chocolate.

article nr.: 44 KE 01

article nr.: 43 KU 07
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Porcelino mini table chandelier

Porcelino set of 3 toiletry bags (S, M & L)

Lampshade metal disc S

A great little glass table lamp, shaped like a

Printed plastic toiletry bags with a sparkling hanger

Sparkling little shade with clasp

chandelier (dia 26 cm, length 33 cm).

(S, M and L). Available as an assorted set of 4

(dia top 7 cm, length 13 cm).

Available in clear, old blue and old pink. 		

(2 sets in white, 2 sets in pink).

Available in sand and chocolate.

article nr.: 44 KR 07

article nr.: 44 TA 02

article nr.: 43 LA 03

Colorique, the people!
Milet/Buyer is enjoying a vacation while this picture was taken.
from left to right:

Lidewij/Design, Jelka/Creative Director, Pascal/Finance, Denise/Sales

Luuk/Finance, Yolanda/Managing Director, Faye/Sales & Marketing
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